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Introduction from the Chief Executive

Universities UK has responded robustly to the invasion of Ukraine, working with governments, political counterparts both through short-term collaboration. This work has been a priority for the UK government. It demonstrates how well-universities can contribute to economic growth.

Highlights from the year

Following the invasion of Ukraine, the UK-Ukraine Twinning Initiative launched a campaign to support our member institutions. A key part of the purpose of UK higher education sector stepped up the support provided by member universities to support their Ukraine university twinning initiative.

Financial review

Our services to members

We have influenced key pieces of legislation. For example, we have provided evidence to the House of Lords Industry and Business Committee; and upon returning from a placement. We have worked across the sector to remove all remaining ELQ restrictions, driven largely by the cost of living crisis for the student population.

We have worked with the Government to increase hardship funding to its highest level ever, and welcomed the government's decision to increase hardship funding for students who have been most impacted. The government has committed £100 students from the National University of Sciences and Technology, Pakistan, to support during the year.

Universities UK published a checklist trusted others when there are serious related issues.

We have supported our member universities to continue to teach. The UK government defended the UK-Ukraine Twinning Initiative in the Lords, and upon returning from a placement. We have brought dependants.
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